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Efficient cleaning where space is limited
- scrubbing, sweeping and drying in every corner

The adjustable handle which can be fixed when cleaning larger areas
and unlocked when you are cleaning under furniture and shelves
The adjustable handle which can be fixed when cleaning larger areas and unlocked when you are cleaning under furniture and she

Easy pick-up of larger debris as front
squeegee can be lifted

Easy access to emptying and cleaning
the debris tray

Tank-in-tank design for easy handling
when emptying and refilling

Into every corner and easy to move
The Nilfisk SC250 is a compact scrubber dryer for fast and
effective cleaning of hard floors, which will take you into every
corner and ensure efficient cleaning in both directions - also
under furniture and shelves.

You will get a light and productive machine with a low sound
level suited for daytime cleaning as it is battery-driven. An
attractive choice for shops, schools, restaurants, cafes,
bakeries, fast food chains, hotels, cleaning companies, etc.

Productivity is high due to the sheer speed of the machine as it
is sweeping, scrubbing and drying at the same time, moving
both forward and backward. Debris, dirt and even the smallest
dust particles are removed effectively by the 34 cm cylindrical
brush. For more in-depth cleaning without sweeping feature a
microfiber roller can be used as option.

Easy to maneuver thanks to its pivoting
wheels and the ergonomic adjustable handle

When cleaning, you can lift the front squeegee from the user
position for easy pick-up of larger debris without having to stop.
With two different solution flows you can adjust so it fits the
cleaning task. Two simple ways to save time and cost without
compromising on the result.
 Effective: Sweeping, scrubbing and drying at the same
time.
 High cleaning performance: 34 cm cylindrical brush or
microfiber roll
 Productive: The 6 liter solution and recovery tank gives up
to 40 minutes of working time without refill
 Powerful: Nilfisk 36V Lithium battery technology
 Easy to use: The ergonomic handle can be adjusted into
different positions, used free floating or folded for storage

In-depth performance to fully meet the hygiene
standards of clinics and hospitals

 Intuitive and self-explaining: Informative display on the
handle.
 Full control: OneTouch button is activating all essential
functions and touch sensors in the handle provide an easy
operation
 Non-stop cleaning: The two water/solution settings can be
changed on-the-fly
 Safe: Out of water alarm protecting the machine
 Convenient: Easy to carry and move due to its compact
design and low weight

 Low TCO: Long lifetime with ‘No tool’ inspection, service
and maintenance

Cleaning floors with ease and speed - sweep,
scrub and dry at the same time

Reliability is also our mantra when it comes
to service
A Nilfisk machine functions
optimally when cared for by
regular service and
maintenance visits. Therefore
we have created the optimal
service solution: Three levels
of service reflecting different
requirements and an optional
supply of a substitute machine
in critical situations.

Service Solutions Standard
– Professional maintenance

Service Solutions Plus
– Optimised performance

Service Solutions Premium
– Maximised uptime

Your contract encompasses
two yearly maintenance visits
and 48 hours response time.
Breakdown visits and spare
parts are billed separately.

With the Plus solution you
have a firm grip on your
maintenance and repair costs
while knowing that your
performance is never
compromised, only optimised.

If uptime is your absolute top
priority and key concern,
Service Solutions Premium is
the best choice. A quarterly
maintenance visit is included,
and there are no sudden
financial surprises.

The SC250 is powered by Lithium battery
technology which is significantly lighter
and offers a longer runtime than traditional
lead batteries. You will enjoy a runtime of
up to 40 minutes of continuous cleaning optimized by the Battery Management
System.
Nilfisk technology monitors the battery
during work and charging for maximum
efficiency and safety.

Technical specifications
Description
Reference number
Voltage
Rated power
Sound pressure level
Productivity rate theoretical/
actual
Scrubbing width
Solution/recovery tank
Brush pressure
Brush speed
Maximum running time
Length x width x height
Weight (machine only)
Operating weight
FEATURES:
Cylindrical brush nylon white
Debris tray
Charger
Battery

Unit
V
W
dB(A)
2
m /h

SC250
9087380020
36
300
66 ±3
1360/680

mm
litre
kg
rpm
min
mm
kg
kg

340
6/6
max. 12
1000
40
630x425x400
25
32
•
•
•
•
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